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University Press of Colorado, United States, 2015. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 229 x 152 mm.
Language: English . Brand New Book. Gambling Debt is a game-changing contribution to the
discussion of economic crises and neoliberal financial systems and strategies. Iceland s 2008
financial collapse was the first case in a series of meltdowns, a warning of danger in the global
order. This full-scale anthropology of financialization and the economic crisis broadly discusses this
momentous bubble and burst and places it in theoretical, anthropological, and global historical
context through descriptions of the complex developments leading to it and the larger social and
cultural implications and consequences. Chapters from anthropologists, sociologists, historians,
economists, and key local participants focus on the neoliberal policiesmainly the privatization of
banks and fishery resourcesthat concentrated wealth among a select few, skewed the distribution of
capital in a way that Iceland had never experienced before, and plunged the country into a full-
scale economic crisis. Gambling Debt significantly raises the level of understanding and debate on
the issues relevant to financial crises, painting a portrait of the meltdown from many points of
viewfrom bankers to schoolchildren, from fishers in coastal villages to the urban poor and
immigrants, and from...
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This book might be really worth a read, and superior to other. This really is for all who statte there had not been a really worth studying. I am just happy to
tell you that this is basically the very best pdf i actually have read through during my very own lifestyle and may be he best ebook for actually.
-- Elnor a  Ruecker-- Elnor a  Ruecker

Simply no terms to clarify. It is actually loaded with knowledge and wisdom I am just delighted to let you know that this is the very best publication i have
got read through during my individual lifestyle and could be he very best pdf for actually.
-- Mr . Ca leb Q uig ley MD-- Mr . Ca leb Q uig ley MD
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